
and Jian Wang to the project’s activities.  

How effective is CSIRO’s engagement in policy processes

The case study focuses on CSIRO’s contribution to the development of a specific 

–

study undertook an ‘actor centric’ analysis and examined distinct policy 

•

•

•

• CSIRO’s breadth of capability and reputation for scientific excellence was 

•

• –

–

responses.  Finally, CSIRO’s multidisciplinary capability and international 

–

Release of 
Ministerial 
Direction 

Release of the 
HSP & guidelines 

Industry: Multiple players, concerned about sustainability and equity of 
fisheries management decisions 

AFMA: Key drafter of the HSP and guidelines. Strong supporter of the 
introduction of a science-led evidence-based fishers policy 

 

D AFMA: Manager & regulator of Commonwealth Fisheries under the HSP & contribution to the Review 

D 
DAFF & ABARES: Policy and economic advice 
about emergent issues relating to Indigenous, 
cultural & recreational fishing 

D RAGS & MACS: provide ongoing technical implementation advice to AFMA 

Industry: Industry 
presence on the RAG & 
MAC CSIRO: Independent assessment about the scientific impact of 

addressing emerging policy issues, independent stock assessment, 
attendance on RAGs & MACs & scientific contribution to the 
Review 

2005 2007 2013 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE HSP  
(1990-2007) 

1990 2005 

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE HSP  
(2007-2012) 

REVIEW OF THE HSP AND ONGOING IMPLEMENTATION 
(2012-2018) 

Roles and 
responsibilities of key 
actors in the event 

Key policy events 

Key policy drivers / 
contextual factors 

Review of  
HSP & guidelines 

announced 

Final report of 
the HSP review 

New HSP & 
guidelines 

OUTCOMES & 
IMPACTS 

2012 TBA 

WTO obligations 

D Buy-back of commercial fishing licenses 

D 

D Concerns about the long term sustainability of recreational fishing and its 
relationship to HSP 

D Managing shared stocks, cumulative impacts & other implementation issues 

D Concerns about the long term sustainability of Australia’s fisheries 

Numerous 
 failed attempts  

to introduce science-
based fisheries 
management 

practices  
 

5 year review of HSP was committed to in 2007 doc. 

DAFF, BRS, DEW & ABARES: Policy and economic support for the 
direction. Responsibility drafting for the HSP  

CSIRO: Provider of ongoing scientific evidence to support the HSP. Involved in the drafting of the guidelines. 
Participation on key committees and advisory groups over a long period of time  

 

Minister for Fisheries, Forestry and Conservation: Primary responsibility for the 
Direction and the approval of the HSP and guidelines 

Discursive commitments:  
 
CSIRO gradually shaping the policy debate with science based 
solution and ongoing participation in national policy debates 

Change in policy content:  
 
CSIRO was a key authors of the HSP and 
the supporting guidelines 

Behavioural change: 
 
CSIRO’s technical stock assessments 
supporting better management of 
Commonwealth Fisheries 
 
 
 

Change in policy content: 
 
CSIRO’s technical work key in resolving emergent policy 
issues, in assisting with the implementation of HSP, and 
fundamental to the review of HSP and the development of 
new guidelines (which are forthcoming) 
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